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Abstract
We introduce twisted Thom operators and the deformation to the normal cone isomorphisms in the derived Witt theory. Using
these ingredients, we define push-forward maps of Witt groups along closed embeddings of smooth varieties and prove their
standard properties, the most delicate of which turns out to be the functoriality of such maps.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we introduce push-forwards along closed embeddings in the derived Witt theory of algebraic varieties,
referring to such push-forwards as Gysin maps. The two main ingredients of our definition of Gysin maps are
(i) Thom isomorphisms th(E) : W ∗(Y ; L ⊗ det E)→ W ∗+rY (E; p∗L), where p : E → Y denotes a vector bundle
of rank r and L is a line bundle on Y , and
(ii) deformation to the normal cone isomorphisms d(X, Y ) : W ∗Y (NX/Y ; p∗LY )→ W ∗Y (X; L), where Y is a closed
subvariety in X , p : NX/Y → Y is the normal bundle, L is a line bundle on X , and LY is its restriction to Y .
Having these two classes of isomorphisms at hand, we define the push-forward i∗ : W ∗(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ) →
W ∗+c(X; L) for a codimension c embedding i : Y → X of smooth quasi-projective varieties as the composition
W ∗(Y ; LY ⊗ det N ) th(N )−−−−→ W ∗+cY (N ; p∗LY )
d(X,Y )−−−−→ W ∗+cY (X; L)→ W ∗+c(X; L) ,
where N = NX/Y and the last map is an extension of support. Moreover, for a closed S in Y , not necessarily smooth,
we define the Thom and deformation isomorphisms and push-forwards with support in S.
The reader familiar with the work of Panin and Smirnov on what they call oriented cohomology theorieswill notice
that our approach to Gysin maps is similar to that in [17,18]. However, there is an essential difference: the twist det E
appearing in our Thom isomorphisms (for which reason we call them twisted Thom operators), which leads to the
twist det NX/Y in i∗. Such a twist is one reason why the Witt theory is not orientable in the sense of [17,18] — this
fact has been clear since the usual projective bundle theorem fails for W , see [1,21,5,15]. Another essential difference
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between W ∗ and oriented theories appears in the smooth divisor case, see 6.3: for a smooth divisor i : D ↪→ X we
have i∗(1D) = 0 in W ∗, while i∗(1D) yields the first Chern class of the respective line bundle in any oriented theory.
The work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define Koszul–Thom classes of vector bundles; Thom operators
are then obtained as the multiplication by such classes. Section 3 is devoted to the deformation to the normal bundle
operators. In Section 4 we define Gysin maps and Gysin maps with support, functoriality of which is proved in
Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we establish a number of useful properties of Gysin maps: compatibility with pull-
backs in transversal squares, additivity, smooth divisor case, and projection formulas. The second part of this project
– construction of push-forwards along arbitrary projective morphisms – will be covered in a future paper.
Another approach to push-forward maps in Witt theory, due to B. Calme`s and J. Hornbostel, has appeared recently.
The authors define push-forwards along proper morphisms of smooth varieties by using dualities and adjunctions in
derived categories, see [9]. Earlier results are due to S. Gille who constructs push-forwards in the context of coherent
Witt theory, see [13].
Prerequisites and conventions
Wework in the category of smooth quasi-projective varieties over a field k of char 6= 2; supports are not assumed to
be smooth. The foundations of the derivedWitt theory of schemes are given in Balmer’s work [2–4]. The multiplication
denoted by ? is introduced in [14].
2. Twisted Thom isomorphisms
2.1. Koszul complex of a vector bundle
Let Y be a smooth quasi-projective variety and p : E → Y a vector bundle of rank r . The bundle p∗E has a
canonical section over E , which determines a map p∗E∨ → OE via the pairing p∗E ⊗ p∗E∨ → OE , where a ‘∨’
refers to the dual bundle. This map gives rise to the Koszul complex of vector bundles over (the total space of) E :
K (E) = (0→ ∧r p∗E∨→ ∧r−1 p∗E∨→ · · · → ∧1 p∗E∨→ ∧0 p∗E∨→ 0).
We consider it as a homological complex located in degrees n through 0. It is known that K (E) is exact off Y , i.e. its
cohomology sheaves are located on Y (considered as a subvariety of E via the zero section), see [7], [12, Appendix B].
2.2. Symmetric form on Koszul complex
For any vector bundle V of rank r , we have a canonical isomorphism (∧i V )∨ ∼= ∧r−i V ⊗ det V∨, where
det V∨ = ∧r V∨. Being applied to V = p∗E∨, this shows that the terms of K (E) can be canonically identified with
the terms of K (E)∨[r ] ⊗ det p∗E∨ degreewise. Taking into account the sign conventions involved in the definition of
a dual complex and the translation functor and changing the signs of the degreewise identifications accordingly (put
plus in degree zero), we get an isomorphism of complexes
Θ(E) : K (E)→ K (E)∨[r ] ⊗ det p∗E∨.
Proposition 2.1. (K (E),Θ(E)) is a symmetric space with respect to the r-shifted and det p∗E∨-twisted duality, in
the sense adopted for derived Witt groups [2,3].
Proof. The assertion can be checked locally. Thus we can assume that E is a trivial bundle, in which case K (E)
becomes the Koszul complex considered by Balmer and Gille [6, Sections 3 and 5] in terms of (regular) sequences in
a polynomial ring, and the symmetricity of Θ(E) is proved there. 
We also refer to [6] for a discussion on sign conventions.
2.3. Koszul–Thom class of a vector bundle
By Proposition 2.1, we get an element κ(E) ∈ W rY (E; det p∗E∨). Adopting the terminology used in [7] for K0, we
will call κ(E) the Koszul–Thom class. Koszul–Thom classes are compatible with pull-backs as stated in the following
obvious
Proposition 2.2. If f : Y ′→ Y is a morphism of smooth varieties and E ′ = f ∗E, then f ∗(κ(E)) = κ(E ′).
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2.4. Multiplicativity of Koszul–Thom classes
Consider the diagram
E ⊕ F p˜E−−−−→ F
p˜F
y ypF
E −−−−→
pE
Y
where pE : E → Y and pF : F → Y are vector bundles on Y of ranks r and s, respectively, and p˜E = p∗F (pE ), p˜F =
p∗E (pF ); let pE⊕F = pF ◦ p˜E = pE ◦ p˜F . Let K˜ (E) = p˜∗FK (E) and K˜ (F) = p˜∗EK (F) denote the Koszul complexes
of E and F pulled back to E ⊕ F .
Proposition 2.3. (1) There is a canonical isomorphism K (E ⊕ F) ∼= K˜ (E)⊗ K˜ (F).
(2) This isomorphism provides an isometry of the forms Θ(E ⊕ F) and p˜∗FΘ(E) ? p˜∗EΘ(F).
Proof. The first statement is well-known, see [8, AX, Section 9, Proposition 2]. If E and F are trivial bundles, then
each of the Koszul complexes involved is the product of several copies of the Koszul complex of the trivial line bundle,
with the obvious form on it, see [6, Section 4], which proves the assertion in this case. The general case follows by
localization. 
Combine the homotopy invariance isomorphisms
W rY (E; p∗Edet E∨)
p˜∗F−−−−→ W rF (E ⊕ F; p∗E⊕Fdet E∨)
W sY (F; p∗Fdet F∨)
p˜∗E−−−−→ W sE (E ⊕ F; p∗E⊕Fdet F∨)
with the pairing
W rF (E ⊕ F; p∗E⊕F det E∨)×W sE (E ⊕ F; p∗E⊕F det F∨)→ W r+sY (E ⊕ F; p∗E⊕F det(E ⊕ F)∨)
defined in [14] and get the pairing
W rY (E; p∗E det E∨)×W sY (F; p∗F det F∨)→ W r+sY (E ⊕ F; p∗E⊕F det(E ⊕ F)∨) .
Corollary 2.4. Under the above pairing κ(E ⊕ F) = κ(E) ? κ(F).
2.5. Definition of Thom operators
If L is a line bundle over Y , consider the pairing
W q(E; p∗L)×W rY (E; det p∗E∨)→ W q+rY (E; p∗L ⊗ det p∗E∨)
defined in [14]. Multiplication by κ(E) yields a map
− ? κ(E) : W q(E; p∗L)→ W q+rY (E; p∗L ⊗ det p∗E∨). (2.1)
Composing with the isomorphism W q(Y ; L) → W q(E; p∗L) (homotopy invariance) and then replacing L by
L ⊗ det E (which does not change much as L is arbitrary), we get the Thom operator
th(E) : W q(Y ; L ⊗ det E)→ W q+rY (E; p∗L).
If, moreover, S is a closed subscheme in Y , define the Thom operator with support
thS(E) : W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det E)→ W q+rS (E; p∗L)
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as the composition
W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det E)
p∗−−−−→ W qp−1(S)(E; p∗(L ⊗ det E))
−?κ(E)−−−−→ W q+rS (E; p∗L) .
(Here the second arrow targets in W q+rS since p−1(S) ∩ Y = S.)
Theorem 2.5. Let Y be a smooth quasi-projective variety over a field k of char 6= 2 and p : E → Y a vector bundle
of rank r over Y . Then the map
th(E) : W q(Y ; L ⊗ det E)→ W q+rY (E; p∗L)
is an isomorphism for any line bundle L over Y .
If, moreover, S is closed in Y , then the operator with support
thS(E) : W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det E)→ W q+rS (E; p∗L)
is an isomorphism for any line bundle L over Y .
Proof. Localizing, we can assume that both E and L are trivial bundles, in which case (2.1) is an isomorphism by
a result of Gille [13, Theorem 9.3] (see also [6, Theorem 8.2]). By the Mayer–Vietoris argument we now get the
assertion for th(E) in the general case.
The same arguments as in [13] show that−?κ(E) is an isomorphism in the case with support if E and L are trivial.
(This is not stated in [13], but confirmed by S. Gille in a private communication.) Thus thS(E) is an isomorphism as
well. 
Following [7] and [17], we call th(E) a Thom isomorphism rather than calling it a de´vissage isomorphism as in [13].
2.6. Compatibility with extensions of support
It is straightforward that for any closed S′ ↪→ S ↪→ Y , the following diagram commutes:
W qS′(Y ; L ⊗ det E)
thS′ (E)−−−−→ W q+rS′ (E; p∗L)
extension
of support
y yextensionof support
W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det E)
thS(E)−−−−→ W q+rS (E; p∗L)
2.7. Compatibility with pull-backs
Let f : Y ′ → Y be a morphism of smooth varieties, L be a line bundle over Y and p : E → Y a vector bundle
of rank r . Put E ′ = f ∗E , L ′ = f ∗L , and denote by p′ : E ′ → Y ′ the projection and by fE : E ′ → E the induced
morphism of total spaces. Let S be a closed subvariety in Y and S′ = f −1(S). Then the following diagram commutes
W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det E)
thS(E)−−−−→ W q+rS (E; p∗L)
f ∗
y y f ∗E
W qS′(Y
′; L ′ ⊗ det E ′) thS′ (E
′)−−−−→ W q+rS′ (E ′; (p′)∗L ′)
Observe that the right vertical arrow f ∗E is well defined as f ◦ p′ = p ◦ fE and therefore (p′)∗L ′ = f ∗E (p∗L).
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2.8. Transitivity of Thom isomorphisms
Let L be a line bundle on Y and S a closed subvariety in Y . Then in the notation of 2.4 the following diagram
commutes:
W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det F ⊗ det E)
thS(E)−−−−→ W q+rS (E; p∗E (L ⊗ det F))
∼=
x ythS(p∗E F)
W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det (E ⊕ F))
thS(E⊕F)−−−−−−→ W q+r+sS (E ⊕ F; p∗E⊕F L)
∼=
y xthS(p∗F E)
W qS (Y ; L ⊗ det E ⊗ det F)
thS(F)−−−−→ W q+sS (F; p∗F (L ⊗ det E))
Here we use the identifications between p∗E F (respectively p∗F E) and E ⊕ F considered as a vector bundle over E
(respectively, over F), in the obvious way. The assertion follows from Corollary 2.4.
2.9. Compatibility with products
Let L and L ′ be line bundles over Y . Then for any α ∈ W q ′(Y ; L ′) and β ∈ W q(Y ; L ⊗ det E), we have
th(E)(α ? β) = (p∗α) ? th(E)(β) (2.2)
in W q
′+q+r
Y (E; p∗(L ′ ⊗ L)).
To prove this, consider the diagram
W q
′
(Y ; L ′) ×
p∗

W q(Y ; L ⊗ det E)
p∗

? // W q
′+q(Y ; L ′ ⊗ L ⊗ det E)
p∗

W q
′
(E; p∗L ′) ×
1

W q(E; p∗(L ⊗ det E))
−?κ(E)

? // W q
′+q(E; p∗(L ′ ⊗ L ⊗ det E))
−?κ(E)

W q
′
(E; p∗L ′) × W q+rY (E; p∗L)
? // W q
′+q+r
Y (E; p∗(L ′ ⊗ L))
The top part commutes since ? is compatible with pull-backs; the bottom part commutes since ? is associative, which
proves the assertion.
It is left to the reader to state and prove (2.2) with supports.
3. Deformation to the normal bundle
3.1. Definitions
Let Y ↪→ X be a closed embedding of smooth varieties and let N = NX/Y denote the normal vector bundle to Y in
X . The well-known deformation construction, see [12, Chapter 4] or [17, 2.2.7], produces a smooth variety D(X, Y )
over A1 such that the fiber over 0 is naturally isomorphic to NX/Y while the fiber over any t 6= 0 is isomorphic to X .
The deformation space D(X, Y ) is obtained as follows.
(i) Consider X × A1;
(ii) blow it up along Y × 0;
(iii) remove the blow-up of X × 0 along Y × 0.
The normal bundle to Y × 0 in X × A1 can be identified with N ⊕ 1, hence the fiber of BlY×0(X × A1) over 0
consists of two components: P(N ⊕ 1) = N q P(N ) and BlY×0(X × 0) which intersect transversally at P(N ). Thus
the fiber over 0 becomes N after the last step, while the fibers over all t 6= 0 remain X . Observe that we get a closed
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embedding Y ×A1 ↪→ D(X, Y ) over A1 which is the zero section Y ↪→ N over 0 and the given embedding Y ↪→ X
over all t 6= 0.
Given a line bundle L over X , let LY = L|Y denote its restriction to Y . Pulling L back to X × A1 and next to the
blow-up of step (ii), and restricting then at step (iii), we get a line bundle L˜ on D(X, Y ) with the properties:
(a) its restriction to N is naturally isomorphic to p∗LY , where p : NX/Y → Y is the projection;
(b) its restriction to the fiber over any t 6= 0 is isomorphic to L .
Let i0 : N ↪→ D(X, Y ) and i1 : X ↪→ D(X, Y ) denote the embeddings of fibers over 0 and 1. Due to (a)–(b), we
get pull-back maps
W qY (N ; p∗LY )
i∗0←−−−− W qY×A1(D(X, Y ); L˜)
i∗1−−−−→ W qY (X; L).
Proposition 3.1. For any smooth quasi-projective variety X, any closed smooth subvariety Y ↪→ X, and any line
bundle L over X, the pull-back maps i∗0 and i∗1 are isomorphisms. Moreover, for any closed S in Y , not necessarily
smooth, the maps
W qS (N ; p∗LY )
i∗0←−−−− W qS×A1(D(X, Y ); L˜)
i∗1−−−−→ W qS (X; L) (3.1)
are isomorphisms as well.
We will denote by d(X, Y ) and dS(X, Y ) the deformation isomorphisms W ∗Y (N ; p∗LY ) → W ∗Y (X; L) and
W ∗S (N ; p∗LY )→ W ∗S (X; L) arising from the proposition.
Proof. We follow [17, 2.3], taking care of the twist variable L whenever necessary.
Assume first that X is the total space of a vector bundle p : E → Y . Assume further that Y ↪→ X is the zero
section, then NX/Y can be identified with E . In this case it can be shown that D(X, Y ) ∼= X × A1 as varieties over
A1, the embeddings i0 and i1 becoming N ∼= X ∼= X × 0 and X ∼= X × 1 under this isomorphism. The reader
is suggested to follow steps (i)–(iii) above and to realize how such an isomorphism arises from the construction of
D(X, Y ) if X = E . (Hint: the part of D(X, Y ) over A1 − 0 can be naturally identified with X × (A1 − 0) for any X
and Y . The isomorphism D(X, Y ) ∼= X × A1, which holds only under the assumption that X = E is a vector bundle
over Y , is basically determined by the property that a constant section A1 → D(X, Y ) ∼= X × A1, t 7→ (x, t), with
x ∈ X , becomes t 7→ (t x, t) over A1 − 0 in the coordinates given by (i). Here t x means the multiplication by a scalar
in the vector bundle E/Y .) Alternatively, the reader is referred to [17, Proof of Lemma 2.3.1]. Thus i0 and i1 become
sections of the trivial line bundle X × A1 over X .
As Pic(E) ∼= Pic(Y ), we can assume that L = p∗LY in this case, hence L˜ is isomorphic to LY pulled back to
D(X, Y ) along the projection D(X, Y ) ∼= E ⊕ 1 → Y . Applying the homotopy invariance property, we obtain the
following
Lemma 3.2. If Y is a smooth variety, X is the total space of a vector bundle E over Y , and Y ↪→ X is the zero
section, then the maps i∗0 and i∗1 of (3.1) are isomorphisms for any closed S ↪→ Y , not necessarily smooth.
Proof of Proposition 3.1 (continued). In the second part of the proof we will reduce the general case to the situation
covered by Lemma 3.2 by using the Nisnevich excision property of Witt groups.
Note that the construction D(X, Y ) localizes in the obvious sense. Thus, by Mayer–Vietoris, it suffices to show
that any x ∈ X has an open neighborhood U such that
(A) i∗0 and i∗1 become isomorphisms if we replace X by U , Y by YU = Y ∩ U , S by SU = S ∩ U , and L by
LU = L|U ;
(B) the same is true for any open V ⊂ U .
Observe that the definition of D(X, Y ) can be formally applied in the case Y = ∅. At step (ii) we get X ×A1 since
nothing is blown up and at step (iii) we remove X × 0 for the same reason. It follows that D(X,∅) ∼= X × (A1 − 0).
The maps i∗0 and i∗1 are isomorphisms in this case since all the three groups in (3.1) vanish (the supports are empty).
For the latter reason, if x 6∈ Y , then U = X − Y satisfies (A)–(B).
Recall that a Nisnevich neighborhood of Y in X is an etale morphism pi : X ′ → X such that for Y ′ = pi−1(Y )
the restricted map pi : Y ′ → Y is an isomorphism; in other words, pi : (X ′, X ′ − Y ′) → (X, X − Y ) satisfies the
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hypotheses of the Nisnevich excision property. It is shown in [20] that any x ∈ Y admits a Zarisky open neighborhood
U such that the pair YU ↪→ U can be compared to the situation of Lemma 3.2 by means of a common Nisnevich
neighborhood, i.e., there exists a diagram
(U,U − YU ) f←−−−− (U ′,U ′ − Y ′U )
g−−−−→ (YU × An, YU × (An − 0)) (3.2)
in which f and g satisfy the Nisnevich excision hypotheses (cf. Definition 2.3.2 and Claim 2.3.7 in [17]).
Lemma 3.3. Let pi : (X ′, X ′ − Y ′) → (X, X − Y ) be a Nisnevich neighborhood of Y , with Y ∼= Y ′ smooth. Let L
be a line bundle on X and put L ′ = pi∗L. Then the maps i∗0 and i∗1 of (3.1) for the pair Y ↪→ X and twist L are
isomorphisms if and only if i∗0 and i∗1 for Y ′ ↪→ X ′ and L ′ are isomorphisms.
Consider the diagram
W qY ′(N
′; (p′)∗L ′Y ′)
e∗0←−−−− W qY ′×A1(D(X ′, Y ′); L˜ ′)
e∗1−−−−→ W qY ′(X ′; L ′)
pi∗
x pi∗x xpi∗
W qY (N ; p∗LY )
e∗0←−−−− W qY×A1(D(X, Y ); L˜)
e∗1−−−−→ W qY (X; L)
The right vertical arrow is an isomorphism by excision. By ([17] assertion (c) preceding Lemma 2.3.1), the induced
map D(X ′, Y ′)→ D(X, Y ) is a Nisnevich neighborhood of Y×A1, hence the middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism
as well. The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism since N ′ ∼= N and (p′)∗L ′Y ′ = pi∗(p∗LY ), which completes the
proof. The same arguments work with a smaller support S ↪→ Y .
Now take U small enough to make LU trivial and also consider the trivial twist on U ′ and YU × An in (3.2).
(Observe that if we do not assume LU to be trivial, then the line bundle f ∗LU on U ′ may not coincide with g∗LYU
obtained from YU ×An .) By Lemma 3.2, the maps i∗0 and i∗1 are isomorphisms for the pair YU = YU ×0 ↪→ YU ×An .
Applying Lemma 3.3 to g and f we get that i∗0 and i∗1 are isomorphisms for YU ↪→ U . For a smaller open V ⊂ U ,
we can restrict (3.2) to V and obtain the same. The proposition is proved. 
3.2. Functoriality of the deformation space
Consider a square diagram
Y ′ i
′−−−−→ X ′
fY
y y f
Y
i−−−−→ X
(3.3)
in the category of smooth quasi-projective varieties Sm/k subject to the conditions:
(i) it is cartesian in the category of schemes;
(ii) i and i ′ are closed embeddings.
(Clearly (i) guarantees that i ′ is a closed embedding if so is i .) We can consider such a square as a morphism of
closed embeddings. Conditions (i), (ii) ensure that the square
TY ′ −−−−→ (i ′)∗TX ′y y
f ∗Y TY −−−−→ g∗TX
is cartesian in the category of vector bundles over Y ′; here T refers to the tangent bundle and g = i fY = f i ′. In other
words, the induced map NX ′/Y ′ → f ∗Y NX/Y is a monomorphism of vector bundles.
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Proposition 3.4. In this notation and under assumptions (i), (ii), f induces a map fD : D(X ′, Y ′)→ D(X, Y ) such
that the diagram
NX ′/Y ′
e0−−−−→ D(X ′, Y ′) e1←−−−− X ′
fN
y y fD y f
NX/Y
e0−−−−→ D(X, Y ) e1←−−−− X
commutes. Here fN : NX ′/Y ′ → f ∗Y NX/Y → NX/Y is the induced map of the total spaces of vector bundles.
Moreover, the diagram
Y ′ × A1 −−−−→ D(X ′, Y ′)
fY×idA1
y y fD
Y × A1 −−−−→ D(X, Y )
commutes. The assignment f 7→ fD is functorial with respect to the composition of squares of the form (3.3).
Proof. Follow the three steps in the definition of the deformation space and check that everything works. The crucial
fact therein is that the blow-ups enjoy a respective functoriality [12, Appendix B.6.9]; see [19] for more details. See
also [10 (5.4.3 and Annexe B),11]. 
Definition 3.5. A square of the form (3.3) is called transversal if it satisfies (i), (ii) and the induced map NX ′/Y ′ →
f ∗Y NX/Y is an isomorphism of vector bundles.
3.3. Functoriality of the deformation isomorphism
The following proposition, which follows from Proposition 3.4, generalizes (and, in fact, justifies) the situation
considered after Lemma 3.3. We will use the same notation.
Proposition 3.6. Given a square of the form (3.3) satisfying (i), (ii), a closed subvariety S in Y , and a line bundle L
on X, we get a commutative diagram:
W qS (N ; p∗LY )
e∗0←−−−− W qS×A1(D(X, Y ); L˜)
e∗1−−−−→ W qS (X; L)
f ∗N
y y f ∗D f ∗y
W qS′(N
′; (p′)∗L ′Y ′)
e∗0←−−−− W qS′×A1(D(X ′, Y ′); L˜ ′)
e∗1−−−−→ W qS′(X ′; L ′)
where S′ = f ∗Y S denotes the ‘preimage’ of S in Y ′.
Remark 3.7. The map f ∗N : W qS (N ; p∗LY )→ W qS′(N ′; (p′)∗L ′Y ′) is well defined with respect to supports due to the
fact that NX ′/Y ′ → f ∗Y NX/Y is a monomorphism of vector bundles, see Section 3.2.
Corollary 3.8. With the same notation and assumptions, the diagram
W qS (N ; p∗LY )
dS(X,Y )−−−−−→ W qS (X; L)
f ∗N
y f ∗y
W qS′(N
′; (p′)∗L ′Y ′)
dS′ (X ′,Y ′)−−−−−−→ W qS′(X ′; L ′)
commutes.
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3.4. Compatibility with extensions of support
It is straightforward that for closed S′ ↪→ S ↪→ Y , the diagram commutes:
W qS′(N ; p∗LY )
dS′ (X,Y )−−−−−→ W qS′(X; L)
extension
of support
y yextensionof support
W qS (N ; p∗LY )
dS(X,Y )−−−−−→ W qS (X; L)
3.5. Compatibility with products
Proposition 3.9. Let i : Y ↪→ X be a closed embedding of smooth varieties and L, L ′ be line bundles on X. Then for
any α ∈ W q ′(X; L ′) and β ∈ W qY (N ; p∗LY ), we have
d(X, Y )((i p)∗α ? β) = α ? d(X, Y )(β)
in W q
′+q
Y (X; L ′ ⊗ L).
Lemma 3.10. The diagram
W q
′
(N ; p∗L ′Y ) W q ′(X; L ′)
(i p)∗oo
W q
′
(D(X, Y ); L˜ ′)
i∗0
hhQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
i∗1
66nnnnnnnnnnnn
commutes. (Observe that i0 6= i1 ◦ i ◦ p.)
Proof. Let j0 (resp. j1) denote the embedding Y ↪→ Y × A1 , y 7→ (y, 0) (resp. y 7→ (y, 1)) and j : Y × A1 ↪→
D(X, Y ). Then i1 ◦ i = j ◦ j1 : Y ↪→ D(X, Y ), hence (i p)∗ ◦ i∗1 = (i1i p)∗ = ( j j1 p)∗ = ( j j0 p)∗, the latter since
j∗0 = j∗1 by homotopy invariance. Let z : Y ↪→ N denote the zero section, then j ◦ j0 = i0 ◦ z : Y ↪→ D(X, Y ), hence
( j j0 p)∗ = (i0zp)∗ = i∗0 since p∗z∗ = id by homotopy invariance. 
Lemma 3.11. The map i∗1 : W q
′
(D(X, Y ); L˜ ′)→ W q ′(X; L ′) is surjective.
Proof. Consider the maps X
i1−−−−→ D(X, Y ) ⊂ BlY×0(X × A1) pr−−−−→ X × A1 . The composition is an
isomorphism on W by homotopy invariance, hence i∗1 is surjective. 
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Consider the diagram
W q
′
(N ; p∗L ′Y ) × W qY (N ; p∗LY )
? // W q
′+q
Y (N ; p∗(L ′Y ⊗ LY ))
W q
′
(D(X, Y ); L˜ ′) ×
i∗0
OO
i∗1

W qY×A1(D(X, Y ); L˜)
i∗0
OO
i∗1

? // W q
′+q
Y×A1(D(X, Y ); L˜ ′ ⊗ L˜)
i∗0
OO
i∗1

W q
′
(X; L ′) × W qY (X; L) ? // W q
′+q
Y (X; L ′ ⊗ L)
which commutes since ? is compatible with pull-backs, and choose α′ ∈ W q ′(D(X, Y ); L˜ ′) with i∗1 (α′) = α. By
Lemma 3.10
d(X, Y )((i p)∗α ? β) = d(X, Y )(i∗0α′ ? β)
= i∗1 [(i∗0 )−1(i∗0α′ ? β)] = i∗1 [α′ ? (i∗0 )−1β],
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since i∗0 : W qY×A1(D(X, Y ); L˜)→ W
q
Y (N ; p∗LY ) is an isomorphism, and we further get
(i∗1α′) ? i∗1 (i∗0 )−1β = α ? D(X, Y )(β). 
4. Definition of Gysin maps
4.1. Definition
Let i : Y ↪→ X be a codimension c closed embedding of smooth varieties and let N = NX/Y denote the normal
vector bundle to Y in X . Let L be a line bundle on X and LY its restriction to Y .
(i) We define the Gysin map
i∗ : W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y )→ W q+c(X; L)
as the composition
W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det N ) th(N )−−−−→ W q+cY (N ; p∗LY )
d(X,Y )−−−−→ W q+cY (X; L)→ W q+c(X; L),
where p : NX/Y → Y is the projection.
(ii) If T is a closed subscheme in X and S is a closed subscheme in Y such that S ⊂ TY = T ∩ Y , then we define
the Gysin map with support
i∗ = i S,T∗ : W qS (Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y )→ W q+cT (X; L)
by
W qS (Y ; LY ⊗ det N )
thS(N )−−−−→ W q+cS (N ; p∗LY )
dS(X,Y )−−−−−→ W q+cS (X; L)→ W q+cT (X; L).
Here S and T do not need to be smooth.
(iii) If S = T = Y , we will write iY∗ for the map iY,Y∗ : W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ) → W q+cY (X; L) which is an
isomorphism (the first two steps in (i)).
Remark. It can happen that LY ∼= L ′Y for nonisomorphic line bundles L and L ′ on X . In this case we have
deformation isomorphisms W qY (N ; p∗LY )→ W qY (X; L) and W qY (N ; p∗L ′Y )→ W qY (X; L ′) with the same left-hand
side group. It follows that we have Gysin maps
i∗ : W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det N )→ W q+c(X; L) and i∗ : W q(Y ; L ′Y ⊗ det N )→ W q+c(X; L ′)
whose domain groups can be identified though W q+c(X; L) and W q+c(X; L ′) do not need to be isomorphic.
4.2. Compatibility with extensions of support
Given closed embeddings
S′ −−−−→ S −−−−→ Yy y y
T ′ −−−−→ T −−−−→ X
the following diagram commutes:
W qS′(Y ; LY ⊗ det N )
thS′ (N )−−−−→ W q+cS′ (N ; p∗LY )
dS′ (X,Y )−−−−−→ W q+cS′ (X; L) −−−−→ W q+cT ′ (X; L)y y y y
W qS (Y ; LY ⊗ det N )
thS(N )−−−−→ W q+cS (N ; p∗LY )
dS(X,Y )−−−−−→ W q+cS (X; L) −−−−→ W q+cT (X; L)
Here the vertical maps are extensions of support, and the right square obviously commutes. The left square commutes
by 2.6, the middle one by 3.4. It follows that the Gysin maps with support i S
′,T ′∗ and i S,T∗ defined in 4.1(ii) are
compatible with extensions of support.
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5. Functoriality of Gysin maps
In this section we prove that Gysin operators are compatible with compositions of closed embeddings.
5.1. Statements
Proposition 5.1. Let Z
i
↪→ Y j↪→ X be equicodimensional closed embeddings of smooth quasi-projective varieties,
and let r = codim i, s = codim j, t = codim ( j i) = r + s. Let L be a line bundle on X and LY , L Z its restrictions
to Y and Z. Then the diagram
W q+r (Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ) j∗ // W q+t (X; L)
W q(Z; L Z ⊗ det NX/Z )
i∗
OO
( j i)∗
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
(5.1)
commutes. Moreover, if R ⊂ S ⊂ T are compatible closed subvarieties in Z , Y, X respectively, then the diagram
W q+rS (Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y )
j S,T∗ // W q+tT (X; L)
W qR(Z; L Z ⊗ det NX/Z )
i R,S∗
OO
( j i)R,T∗
55llllllllllllll
(5.2)
commutes. (The natural isomorphism det NX/Z ∼= det NY/Z ⊗ det(NX/Y |Z ) is involved implicitly in the definition of
i∗ in both diagrams.)
Proof. Below we modify the proof given in [16] for oriented cohomology theories to the Witt theory case. For
simplicity we assume that X, Y, Z are equidimensional or even irreducible. We begin with two elementary lemmas on
normal bundles and refer to Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 in [16] for proofs.
Let Z be a smooth variety and let 0→ E ′ → E → E ′′ → 0 be a short exact sequence of vector bundles over Z .
Let p′ = pE ′ : E ′→ Z , p = pE : E → Z , and p′′ = pE ′′ : E ′′→ Z denote the projections. Consider E ′ ↪→ E as a
closed embedding of varieties (total spaces) and consider the normal bundle to E ′ in E .
Lemma 5.2. NE/E ′ is canonically isomorphic to p∗E ′E
′′ as a vector bundle over E ′.
Next let Z ↪→ Y be a closed embedding of smooth varieties. Let F be a vector bundle over Y and FZ its restriction
to Z . Denote pY : F → Y and pZ : FZ → Z the projections. Consider (the total space of) FZ as a closed subvariety
in (the total space of) F , and consider the normal bundle to FZ in F .
Lemma 5.3. NF/FZ is canonically isomorphic to p∗ZNY/Z as a vector bundle over FZ .
Next let Z ↪→ Y ↪→ X be closed embeddings of smooth varieties. Define 0 → E ′ → E → E ′′ → 0 over Z to
be 0→ NY/Z → NX/Z → NX/Y |Z → 0 and let E˜ = NX/Y with p˜ = pE˜ : E˜ → Y the projection. Then E˜Z = E ′′.
Lemma 5.3 applied to F = E˜ and FZ = E ′′ now asserts that NE˜/E ′′ ∼= p∗E ′′E ′ as a vector bundle over E ′′. Note that
(the total spaces of) both p∗E ′E
′′ and p∗E ′′E
′ can be canonically identified with (the total space of) E ′ ⊕ E ′′, the latter
being a vector bundle over Z . Thus we get
NE/E ′ ∼= p∗E ′E ′′ ∼= E ′ ⊕ E ′′ ∼= p∗E ′′E ′ ∼= NE˜/E ′′ . (5.3)
We introduce more notation for projections by the diagram
E ′ ⊕ E ′′ pi
′′
//
pi ′

pi
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
E ′
p′

E ′′
p′′
// Z
and will also write |V | for det V = ∧rankV V , for a vector bundle V .
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Now we want to prove that the diagram (5.2) commutes. Writing each of the three arrows in (5.2) by definition,
see (ii) in 4.1, we get a bigger triangular diagram that we do not display. Our strategy will be to fill in this big diagram
with smaller parts and to prove the commutativity of each of them. In the notation introduced above, it is easy to
decompose the top part into the diagrams:
W q+rS (Y ; LY ⊗ |E˜ |)
thS(E˜)−−−−→ W q+tS (E˜; p˜∗LY )x x
W q+rR (Y ; LY ⊗ |E˜ |)
thR(E˜)−−−−→ W q+tR (E˜; p˜∗LY )
(5.4)
and
W q+tS (E˜; p˜∗LY )
dS(X,Y ) // W q+tS (X; L) // W q+tT (X; L)
W q+tR (E˜; p˜∗LY )
dR(X,Y ) //
OO
W q+tR (X; L)
OO 66lllllllllllll
(5.5)
Here the vertical arrows are extensions of support. The squares commute by 2.6 and 3.4. The triangle commutes as
well as it consists of extension of support maps which are pull-backs.
The outer contour of the diagram below is what remains of the undisplayed big diagram after cutting off the top
parts (5.4+ 5.5),
W q+rR (Y ; LY ⊗ |E˜ |)
thR(E˜) // W q+tR (E˜; p˜∗LY )
dR(X,Y ) // W q+tR (X; L)
W q+rR (E ′; (p′)∗(L Z ⊗ |E ′′|)
BdR(Y,Z)
OO
a //______ ?
A
c //________
b
OO


W q+tR (E; p∗L Z )
dR(X,Z)
OO
W qR(Z; L Z ⊗ |E |)
Cth(NY/Z )
OO
thR(NX/Z )
55
(5.6)
Define the object labeled by ? to be W q+tR (E ′ ⊕ E ′′;pi∗L Z ) and the missing arrows a, b, c as the following
compositions:
a = (W q+rR (E ′; (p′)∗L Z ⊗ |E ′′|)
thR(NE/E ′ )−−−−−−→ W q+tR (NE/E ′; (pi ′′)∗(p′)∗L Z )
∼= W q+tR (E ′ ⊕ E ′′;pi∗L Z ))
b = (W q+tR (E ′ ⊕ E ′′;pi∗L Z )
∼= W q+tR (NE˜/E ′′; (pi ′)∗(p′′)∗L Z )
dR(E˜,E ′′)−−−−−→ W q+tR (E˜; p˜∗LY ))
c = (W q+tR (E ′ ⊕ E ′′;pi∗L Z )
∼= W q+tR (NE/E ′; (pi ′′)∗(p′)∗L Z )
dR(E,E ′)−−−−−→ W q+tR (E; p∗L Z )) .
It now remains to show that the parts of (5.6) labeled by A, B, and C commute.
5.2. Double deformations and commutativity of A
Consider D(Y, Z) as a closed subvariety of D(X, Z) and apply the deformation construction to this pair to get the
double deformation space D(X, Y, Z) := D(D(X, Z), D(Y, Z)) with the maps
D(X, Z)
i1−−−−→ D(X, Y, Z) i0←−−−− ND(X,Z)/D(Y,Z).
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Both D(Y, Z) and D(X, Z) are varieties over A1 and the outer deformation can be performed fiberwise. Thus
D(X, Y, Z) is a space over A1 × A1 in which we have
(a) D(X, Y ) over t × A1 for t 6= 0;
(b) D(NX/Z , NY/Z ) over 0× A1;
(c) E ′ ⊕ E ′′ over (0, 0) by (5.3).
It is also useful to think of D(X, Y, Z) as follows: we obtain it by blowing up the subvarieties Y × A1 × {0} and
Z × {0} × A1 on X × A1 × A1 followed by removing respective parts; observe that it does not matter which order
we blow up the two subvarieties. It follows that ND(X,Z)/D(Y,Z), which is the fiber of D(X, Y, Z) over A1 × 0, can be
canonically identified with D(NX/Y , NX/Y |Z ) as varieties over A1. In other words, by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 we have a
commutative diagram of varieties
E˜
i0−−−−→ D(X, Y ) i1←−−−− X
i1
y i1,−y yi1
D(E˜, E ′′)
i−,0−−−−→ D(X, Y, Z) i−,1←−−−− D(X, Z)
i0
x i0,−x xi0
E ′ ⊕ E ′′ i0−−−−→ D(E, E ′) i1←−−−− E
in which all the rows and the side columns are deformations to the normal cone. Applying W with support in R and
twisted accordingly, we get a commutative 3×3-diagram that we have to display in two parts due to spacious notation:
W ∗R(E˜; p˜∗LY )
i∗0←−−−− W ∗R×A1(D(X, Y ); LX,Y )
i∗1
x i∗1,−x
W ∗R×A1(D(E˜, E
′′); L E˜,E ′′)
i∗−,0←−−−− W ∗R×A1×A1(D(X, Y, Z); LX,Y,Z )
i∗0
y i∗0,−y
W ∗R(E ′ ⊕ E ′′;pi∗L Z )
i∗0←−−−− W ∗R×A1(D(E, E ′); LE,E ′)
W ∗R×A1(D(X, Y ); LX,Y )
i∗1−−−−→ W ∗R(X; L)
i∗1,−
x xi∗1
W ∗R×A1×A1(D(X, Y, Z); LX,Y,Z )
i∗−,1−−−−→ W ∗R×A1(D(X, Z); LX,Z )
i∗0,−
y yi∗0
W ∗R×A1(D(E, E
′); LE,E ′)
i∗1−−−−→ W ∗R(E; p∗L Z )
Here LE,E ′ , LX,Y,Z , etc., denote the induced line bundles on the respective deformation spaces, as described in Sec-
tion 3. (All of them are induced by L in a way.) All the arrows but i∗1,− and i∗0,− are isomorphisms by Proposition 3.1.
Thus these two are also isomorphisms and the outer square commutes, which proves commutativity of A in (5.6).
5.3. Thom isomorphisms and normal cone deformations
First we want to prove that diagram B commutes. In fact, we will consider a slightly more general situation, similar
to that of Lemma 5.3.
Let Z ↪→ Y be a closed embedding of smooth varieties, pY : F → Y be a vector bundle over Y of rank s, and
let pZ : FZ → Z denote its restriction to Z . Furthermore, let LY be a line bundle over Y , L Z its restriction to Z ,
and R be a closed subvariety in Z . By (5.3), NF/FZ ∼= p∗ZNY/Z ∼= FZ ⊕ NY/Z , and we can consider the deformation
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isomorphism
dR(F, FZ ) : W ∗R(FZ ⊕ NY/Z ;pi∗(L Z ))→ W ∗R(F; p∗Y (LY )).
(Here FZ ⊕ NY/Z is considered as a vector bundle over FZ and pi denotes the projection to Z .) Considering now
FZ ⊕ NY/Z as a vector bundle over NY/Z of rank s, we have a Thom isomorphism
thR(FZ ⊕ NY/Z ) : W ∗R(NY/Z ; (p′)∗(L Z ⊗ |FZ |))→ W ∗+sR (FZ ⊕ NY/Z ;pi∗(L Z )),
where p′ : NY/Z → Z is the projection. (Observe that the variety X does not appear in this context.)
Proposition 5.4. The diagram commutes:
W ∗R(Y ; LY ⊗ |F |)
thR(F)−−−−→ W ∗+sR (F; p∗Y (LY ))
dR(Y,Z)
x xdR(F,FZ )
W ∗R(NY/Z ; (p′)∗(L Z ⊗ |FZ |))
thR(FZ⊕NY/Z )−−−−−−−−−→ W ∗+sR (FZ ⊕ NY/Z ;pi∗(L Z ))
Proof. It is proved in [16, Section 4] that the natural projection pr : D(F, FZ ) → D(Y, Z) admits a vector bundle
structure whose restriction via i1 is pY : F → Y . Its restriction pr0 to NY/Z (via i0) can be identified with
(FZ ⊕ NY/Z → NY/Z ) as a vector bundle. Applying W , we get the diagram
W ∗R(Y ; LY ⊗ |FY |)
thR(F)−−−−→ W ∗+sR (F; p∗Y (LY ))
i∗1
x xi∗1
W ∗R×A1(D(Y, Z); LY,Z )
thR×A1 (pr)−−−−−−→ W ∗+sR×A1(D(F, FZ ); LF,FZ )
i∗0
y yi∗0
W ∗R(NY/Z ; (p′)∗(L Z ⊗ |FZ |))
thR(pr0)−−−−−→ W ∗+sR (FZ ⊕ NY/Z ;pi∗(L Z ))
which completes the proof of Proposition 5.4. (It should be checked that the twist LF,FZ on D(F, FZ ) obtained from
LY,Z via the projection agrees with p∗Y LY and pi∗L Z via i∗1 and i∗0 . This is a routine exercise and is left to the reader.)

Taking F = E˜ = NX/Y , we get commutativity of B.
We finally prove that diagram C in (5.6) commutes. Again, we will consider a more general situation, with a single
(smooth) variety Z and a short exact sequence 0 → E ′ u→ E v→ E ′′ → 0 of vector bundles over Z , not necessarily
0→ NY/Z → NX/Z → NX/Y |Z → 0. Let L Z be a twist over Z . Let r and s be the ranks of E ′ and E ′′, t = r + s.
Consider E ′ and E as varieties (total spaces) and u : E ′ ↪→ E as a closed embedding. Then we have the associated
Thom isomorphisms with support in R
thR(NE/E ′) : W ∗R(E ′; (p′)∗(L Z ⊗ |E ′′|))→ W ∗+sR (NE/E ′;pi∗(L Z ))
and the normal cone isomorphisms with support in R
dR(E, E ′) : W ∗R(NE/E ′;pi∗(L Z ))→ W ∗R(E; p∗(L Z )).
(See 5.1 for the notation for various projections.)
Proposition 5.5. With the above notation, the diagram commutes:
W qR(Z; L Z ⊗ |E |)
thR(E)

thR(E ′) //
**VV
VVV
VVV
VV
W q+rR (E ′; (p′)∗(L Z ⊗ |E ′′|))
thR(NE/E ′ )

W q+tR (E; p∗(L Z )) dR(E,E ′)−1
// W q+tR (NE/E ′;pi∗(L Z ))
Taking 0→ NY/Z → NX/Z → NX/Y |Z → 0 and using (5.3), we get diagram C.
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Proof of Proposition 5.5. By (5.3) we can define the diagonal arrow as the composition
W qR(Z; L Z ⊗ |E |)
thR(E ′⊕E ′′)−−−−−−−→ W q+tR (E ′ ⊕ E ′′;pi∗(L Z )) ∼= W q+tR (NE/E ′;pi∗(L Z )) .
By abuse of notation, we will denote this arrow by thR(E ′ ⊕ E ′′) as well. The top right triangle commutes by
the transitivity property of Thom isomorphisms, see 2.8. It therefore suffices to prove that the bottom left triangle
commutes.
Consider the diagram in which L˜ Z denotes the pull-back of L Z ⊗ |E | to Z × A1:
W qR(Z; L Z ⊗ |E |)
i∗1←−−−− W qR×A1(Z × A1; L˜ Z )
i∗0−−−−→ W qR(Z; L Z ⊗ |E |)
thR(E)
y ythR(E ′⊕E ′′)
W q+tR (E; p∗(L Z ))
i∗1←−−−− Aq+tR×A1(D(E, E ′); LE,E ′)
i∗0−−−−→ W q+tR (E ′ ⊕ E ′′;pi∗(L Z ))
It is proved in [16, Section 5] that D(E, E ′) naturally has a vector bundle structure over Z × A1 compatible with
those of E → Z and E ′ ⊕ E ′′ → Z via i1 and i0. This gives a Thom isomorphism W qR×A1(Z × A1; L˜ Z ) →
W q+tR×A1(D(E, E
′); LE,E ′) fitting into the above diagram and proving the proposition. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
6. Further properties of Gysin maps
6.1. Transversal base changes
Proposition 6.1. Consider a transversal square of the form (3.3) (see Definition 3.5) and let L be a line bundle on X.
Let S and T be compatible closed subschemes in Y and X, see 4.1(ii), and S′ and T ′ be their pull-backs to Y ′ and X ′
respectively. Then with the same notation, the diagram commutes
W qS (Y ; LY ⊗ det N )
i∗−−−−→ W q+cT (X; L)
f ∗Y
y y f ∗
W qS′(Y
′; ( f ∗L)Y ′ ⊗ det N ′) i
′∗−−−−→ W q+cT ′ (X ′; f ∗L)
Proof. Replace L by LY , f by fY , E by N , etc. in the notation of 2.7 and get the commutative diagram
W qS (Y ; LY ⊗ det N )
thS(N )−−−−→ W q+cS (N ; p∗LY )
f ∗Y
y y f ∗N
W qS′(Y
′; f ∗Y LY ⊗ det f ∗Y N )
thS′ ( f ∗Y N )−−−−−−→ W q+cS′ ( f ∗Y N ; (p′)∗( f ∗Y LY ))
Observe that f ∗Y LY = ( f ∗L)Y ′ due to the commutativity of (3.3) and (p′)∗( f ∗Y LY ) = f ∗N (p∗LY ) since p ◦ fN =
fY ◦ p′. By transversality, the natural map N ′ → f ∗Y N is an isomorphism of vector bundles over Y ′. This enables us
to produce the diagram
W qS′(Y
′; f ∗Y LY ⊗ det f ∗Y N )
thS′ ( f ∗Y N )−−−−−−→ W q+cS′ ( f ∗Y N ; (p′)∗( f ∗Y LY ))y y
W qS′(Y
′; ( f ∗L)Y ′ ⊗ det N ′) thS′ (N
′)−−−−→ W q+cS′ (N ′; (p′)∗( f ∗L)Y ′)
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in which the vertical arrows are the identifications (isomorphisms) described above. Combining the two diagrams, we
get
W qS (Y ; LY ⊗ det N )
thS(N )−−−−→ W q+cS (N ; p∗LY )
f ∗Y
y y f ∗N
W qS′(Y
′; ( f ∗L)Y ′ ⊗ det N ′) thS′ (N
′)−−−−→ W q+cS′ (N ′; (p′)∗( f ∗L)Y ′)
By Corollary 3.8 we have the commutative diagram
W q+cS (N ; p∗LY )
dS(X,Y )−−−−−→ W q+cS (X; L) −−−−→ W q+cT (X; L)
f ∗N
y f ∗y y f ∗
W q+cS′ (N
′; (p′)∗( f ∗L)Y ′) dS′ (X
′,Y ′)−−−−−−→ W q+cS′ (X ′; f ∗L) −−−−→ W q+cT ′ (X ′; f ∗L)
in which the right square consists of pull-backs and obviously commutes. Assembling the last two diagrams
horizontally, we get the desired commutativity. 
6.2. Additivity formula
Proposition 6.2. Let Y1, Y2 and X be smooth varieties, Y = Y1 q Y2, and let i : Y ↪→ X be a closed embedding
(equicodimensional, of codimension c). Denote jr : Yr → Y the natural embedding and let ir = i ◦ jr : Yr ↪→ X for
i = 1, 2. Let L be a line bundle on X and LY , LYi denote its restrictions to Y and Yi , respectively. Then the diagram
commutes:
W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ) i∗ //
( j∗1 , j∗2 ) **TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
W q+c(X; L)
W q(Y1; LY1 ⊗ det NX/Y1)⊕W q(Y2; LY2 ⊗ det NX/Y2)
((i1)∗,(i2)∗)
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
(6.1)
which can be expressed by the simple formula
i∗ = (i1)∗ ◦ j∗1 + (i2)∗ ◦ j∗2 . (6.2)
If furthermore S1, S2, and T are closed subvarieties in Y1, Y2, and X, respectively, not necessarily smooth, S = S1qS2
and i(S) ⊂ T , then we have additivity with support:
i S,T∗ = (i1)S1,T∗ ◦ j∗1 + (i2)S2,T∗ ◦ j∗2 . (6.3)
The case of several components follows by induction.
Remark. The formula looks more than natural; its multi-component version could be taken for the definition of
Gysin maps in the case of a reducible Y . However observe that our definition of Gysin maps applies as well to multi-
component smooth Y ’s. Thus (6.2) and (6.3) become an assertion that needs a proof.
One cannot expect a straightforward proof of (6.2) and (6.3) ‘by definition’, i.e., a proof of the additivity at each
of the three steps in 4.1. The Thom operators and the extension of support operators do not cause troubles, but the
deformations to the normal bundle do. Apparently, the commutativity of the respective diagrams in the deformations
part can be worked out. Instead of doing this, we prove the proposition in a more formal way, by using properties of
Gysin maps that we already know.
Proof. We will prove the absolute case (6.2), leaving (6.3) to the reader as a straightforward exercise. The proof below
is a modification to the Witt groups of the proof of Proposition 1.2 in [16].
It is known that
( j∗1 , j∗2 ) : W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y )→ W q(Y1; LY1 ⊗ det NX/Y1)⊕W q(Y2; LY2 ⊗ det NX/Y2)
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is an isomorphism (follows from Mayer–Vietoris). We can obtain splitting maps ui : W q(Yi ; LYi ⊗ det NX/Yi ) →
W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ) for this direct sum decomposition as follows. To get u1, consider the maps
W q(Y1; LY1 ⊗ det NX/Y1) = W qY1(Y1; LY1 ⊗ det NX/Y1)
f ∗1←
f ∗1←W qY1(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y )
g∗1→W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ), (6.4)
where f ∗1 is the excision isomorphism (excision of Y2) and g∗1 is the extension of support. Now u1 : W q(Y1; LY1 ⊗
det NX/Y1)→ W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ) is defined by u1 = g∗1 ◦ ( f ∗1 )−1, and similarly for u2. It can be easily verified
that the data
W q(Y1; LY1 ⊗ det NX/Y1)
j∗1

u1
W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y )
j∗2

u2
W q(Y2; LY2 ⊗ det NX/Y2)
provides a representation of W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det NX/Y ) as a direct sum of W q(Y1; LY1 ⊗ det NX/Y1) and W q(Y2; LY2 ⊗
det NX/Y2), i.e.,
j∗1 u1 = idA(Y1), j∗2 u2 = idA(Y2), j∗1 u2 = 0, j∗2 u1 = 0, u1 j∗1 + u2 j∗2 = idA(Y ).
Thus, to prove (6.2), it suffices to show that
(i1)∗ = i∗ ◦ u1 and (i2)∗ = i∗ ◦ u2.
We will do it for i1. By (6.4) this means that the diagram
WY1(Y1)
(i1)
Y1∗ //
u1
%%KK
KKK
KKK
KK
WY1(X)
extension
of support// W (X)
WY1(Y )
excision
isomorphism f
∗
1
OO
g∗1
// WY (Y )
iY∗
//
i∗
99tttttttttt
WY (X)
extension
of support
OO (6.5)
commutes in the sense that both ways from the upper left corner to the upper right corner give the same result. (To save
space, we omit the upper indices and twist variables in the notation.) As the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism, this
is equivalent to saying that both ways from the bottom left object WY1(Y ) to W (X) produce the same map. Consider
the diagram
WY1(Y1)
(i ′1)
Y1∗

(i1)
Y1∗
&&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
WY1(Y )
excision
f ∗1
oo
i
Y1∗

ext. of
supp.
g∗1
// WY (Y )
iY∗

WY1(X − Y2) WY1(X)excision
oo
ext. of
supp. //

WY (X)
extension
of support
yyttt
ttt
ttt
t
W (X)
(6.6)
where i ′1 denotes the embedding Y1 ↪→ X − Y2. The left square commutes by 6.1 (restriction from X to X − Y2).
The right square commutes by 4.2. The bottom left triangle in the left square also commutes as it is the same as the
diagram
WY1(Y1)
1←−−−− WY1(Y1)
(i ′1)
Y1∗
y y(i1)Y1∗
WY1(X − Y2) ←−−−−−−
excision
WY1(X)
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which commutes by 6.1 (again restriction from X to X − Y2). As the excision in the middle row of (6.6) is
an isomorphism, the commutativity of (6.6) implies the commutativity of (6.5). This completes the proof of the
proposition. 
6.3. Smooth divisor case
Let X be a smooth variety, L a line bundle on X , and s : OX → L a global section of L transversal to the zero
section. Denote by D = D(s) the smooth divisor on X given by the zeros of s and i : D ↪→ X the inclusion. Then
NX/D ∼= LD and we can consider the push-forward map i∗ : W 0(D)→ W 1(X; L∨), where W 0(D) = W 0(D;OD).
Proposition 6.3. i∗(1) = 0.
Proof. From the definition of i∗ we conclude that i∗(1) is given by the form defined on the complex L∨
s∨→OX (with
respect to the 1-shifted and L∨-twisted duality), which is the cone of the form L∨ s
∨→OX (with respect to non-shifted
and L∨-twisted duality). This proves the assertion. There should be no confusion: the latter form is defined on L∨ and
is degenerate unless s is an isomorphism, while the former should be shown as an obvious 2 × 2-diagram in which
the rows are complexes. The forms of this kind are exactly what was used in Balmer’s [5]. 
Remark. In an oriented theory i∗(1) = c1(L), the first Chern class of the bundle. This shows a significant difference
between W and any oriented cohomology. Apparently, one can conclude that no reasonable Chern classes theory is
possible for the Witt groups.
6.4. Projection formulas
Proposition 6.4. Let i : Y ↪→ X be a codimension c closed embedding of smooth varieties. Let L and L ′ be line
bundles over X, and let α ∈ W q ′(X; L ′) and β ∈ W q(Y ; LY ⊗ det N ). Then
i∗(i∗α ? β) = α ? i∗β and i∗(β ? i∗α) = (−1)cq ′ i∗β ? α (6.7)
in W q
′+q+c(X; L ⊗ L ′).
If, moreover, S and T are compatible closed subschemes in Y and X, see 4.1(ii), T ′ is another closed subscheme
in X, α ∈ W q ′T ′(X; L ′) and β ∈ W qS (Y ; LY ⊗ det N ), then the same formulas hold in W q
′+q+c
T∩T ′ (X; L ⊗ L ′).
Proof. We will prove the left projection formula in the absolute case; the support-writing exercise is left to the reader.
The right formula will follow as ? is skew-commutative [14, Theorem 3.1].
By 2.9 applied to p : N → Y , LY , and L ′Y , we have
th(N )(i∗α ? β) = ((i p)∗α) ? th(N )(β) in W q ′+q+cY (N ; p∗(LY ⊗ L ′Y )).
Thus
d(X, Y )(th(N )(i∗α ? β)) = d(X, Y )((i p)∗α ? th(N )(β)) = α ? (d(X, Y )(th(N )(β)))
in W q
′+q+c
Y (X; L ⊗ L ′), the latter by 3.5. Extending the support, we get the result. 
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